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Title: Nothing MoreSeria: Landon #1Release Date: September 20, 2016 Amazon Barnes and the noble Google Play Books-Million Simon and Schuster Apple Books Indie Bound Add on GoodreadsBook 1 new series featuring after world fan-favorite Landon Gibson as he leaves Washington to navigate love and life in New York. At the end
of After Ever Happy, Landon got married, but readers around the world were wondering who would call the handsome boy in the series After Their Eternal Love? Read it and find out! I'm so glad everyone recognizes Landon Gibson. If you've just heard about it or already know it from the Series After, I know that readers will love his story.
He is kind and fiercely faithful, and when he falls in love, he loves hard. (Anna Todd, The New York Times and #1 international bestselling author of the series After) Nothing more Anna Todd Reading Group: Anyone who read after the series Personal Rating: 4 of the 5 stars Given resumes: life, love, and growing up in the skyscrapers of
New York City's Big City and hectic pace away from where Landon Gibson grew up, and the transition to New York University was jarring.  But he gets the hang of things, found a job that pays (some of) bills, enjoys school, and only occasionally encounters his ex, Dakota.  You know the one he chose NYU for . . . before she threw it.
Luckily, his best friend, Tessa, shares a (terribly small) Brooklyn apartment with him.  And given the ups and downs she had with her ex, is she a good listener when he finds himself in some kind of love triangle - a love knot?  Whatever it is, it's a mess.  It's a thrilling mess.  Maybe even a addict mess because of the beautiful girls. Being
young and finding your way in the world is difficult.  Landon has always been a positive person.  But in such a loud, demanding city so far from home means you only get a little help from your friends.  And a good pair of headphones. Landon will be fine... But the journey is sure to be fun to watch.     It's weird to me because Landon doesn't
talk to her about it much at all.  He actually decides to keep her under because he knows she's in a strange place with Hardin. Cover: This cover actually has nothing to do with the actual book, but it's very beautiful.  And it's like when someone takes a picture of a light, with uncon nobody focused circles that might represent the lights of
New York. My review: Oh, sweet, beautiful Landon, what did you get into?  This new book by Anna Todd follows Landon as he tries to navigate old and new flames . . . who hate each other... and roommates.  The small world we live in.  First, Nora is definitely who Landon ends up and Dakota certainly bags Aiden.  I think that's because at
Landon's wedding After Ever Happy there is something about the sister bride, but Dakota does not have a sister, so it may not be she and Nora has a sister.  Also, the Dakota and Aiden thing is that I have a hunch about it because they know each other and it rotated for him at the beginning of the book, and there's a point where Landon
notices his hickeys and why would Todd bother putting that in the book if it's anything.  Landon is so cute, but he's holding on to the past when he's with Dakota.  That's all he's thinking.  How they used to do something and memories from Michigan, but memories from five years ago and they are different people and it's time to move on.
 It's something I think is really hard for Landon because he's someone who loves someone forever, but I think he needs to realize that the love he has for Dakota is no longer romantic love, but more of family love.  While he hasn't gotten in a lot of detail yet, it's clear that he and Dakota have gone through things that will make them
permanently connected, that doesn't mean they should end up married.  It will be interesting to see how she plays in nothing less.  Also, how ideal it would be for Landon t to end up with a pastry chef when he's a mom was also a great baker and Landon is the first to admit that she's one of his best friends.  I think Nora is exactly who
Landon should get out of his head and move past Michigan and Washington.    While this is the start of a new series and you don't necessarily have to read after the series to read this book I definitely think you should.  It just helps to learn more about Tessa's situation and how she and Landon got to New York.  This book is certainly
slower than these books as well, but Landon isn't Hessa anyway, so it makes sense, but it's kind of a shock to move from these books to that.     Click to stay in touch: Twitter Home: @juliann_guerra Second Twitter: @writerjewels Instagram: juliann_guerra Second Instagram: writerjewels Goodreads: Julianne Guerra Pinterest: Julianne
Guerra Bloglovin: Julianne Guerra's: Julianne Guerra's: After a series of books, Landon Book Series, Books, Article Stubs Edit Comments Share After Ever Happy (Chronologically) It was published in the newspaper on September 20, 2016. Summary (edited by source) I'm so glad everyone recognizes Landon Gibson. If you've just heard
about it or already know it from the Series After, I know that readers will love his story. He is kind and fiercely faithful, and when he falls in love, he loves hard. (Anna Todd, the New York Times and #1 international bestselling author of the After series). New York's skyscrapers and turbulent pace are far from where Landon Gibson grew up,
and the move to New York University was jarring. he gets the hang of things, found a job that pays (some of) bills, enjoys school, and only occasionally works for his ex, Dakota. You know the one he chose NYU for... before she threw it. Luckily, his best friend, Tessa, shares a (terribly small) Brooklyn apartment with him. And given the ups
and downs she's had with her ex, is she a good listener when he finds himself in something of a love triangle-love knot? Whatever it is, it's a mess. It's a thrilling mess. Maybe a drinking mess, because of the beautiful girls. Being young and finding your way in the world is difficult. Landon has always been a positive person. But such a loud,
demanding city so far from home means you only pass with a little help from your friends. And a good pair of headphones. Landon will be fine... But the journey is sure to be fun to watch. Chapters edit source quotes edit edit the source of the gallery edit Edit the source Add a photo to this gallery Community Content is available according
to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. Nothing more Anna Todd Series: Landon Gibson #1 Published: Gallery Book Publishing Date: September 20, 2016 Genre: Contemporary, Romance Buy Links: Amazon Book Depository Kobo Synopsis: The skyscrapers and tumultuous pace of New York are far from where Landon Gibson grew up,
and the transition to New York University was jarring. But he gets the hang of things, found a job that pays (some of) bills, enjoys school, and only occasionally encounters his ex, Dakota. You know the one he chose NYU for... before she threw it. Luckily, his best friend Tessa shares a (terribly small) Brooklyn apartment with him. And
given the ups and downs she's had with her ex, is she a good listener when he turns into something of a love triangle-love knot? Whatever it is, it's a mess. It's a thrilling mess. Maybe a addicting mess because of the beautiful girls. Being young and finding your way in the world is difficult. Landon has always been a positive person. But
such a loud, demanding city so far from home means you only pass with a little help from your friends and a good pair of headphones. Landon will be fine, but the journey is sure to be interesting to see. My rating: Nothing else was a spin-off after the series, the Wattpad sensation turned out to be a best-selling book series from the author,
Anna Todd. I've heard everyone raved about it, but to be honest, I never dared read the series even now that the movie is in the works. Paramount Pictures acquired the screen rights after and last month, it was announced that Jenny Gage would direct the film. Two years ago I went to buy and read this book. The moment I heard the
news of the film, I remember about it and recently did some for me to move forward with the second part-nothing less. This is my first feature for the Marathon Review Series here on on And like the first time, my feelings haven't changed about it. It was tiring, and the spark to connect with the characters felt compelled by me. Landon
Gibson was the perfect embodiment of Mr. Nice. He fed a broken heart for six months after her childhood best friend and longtime girlfriend, Dakota broke up with him to have an adventure and navigate the big city. With Sofia Nora de Laurentiis, often referred to as Nora, showing interest in Landon, the three were caught in the drama's
love triangle. But when Landon was ok with Nora around which is much harder by the way, by the way, there's Dakota not wanting him to move forward with anyone else besides her. Dakota's character was so annoying. She's some kind of controlling and jealous ex-girlfriend who wanted to torment Lainon, leaving him more confused.
When she found out about Nora and Laydon, she suddenly wanted him to come back to prove she was feeling better. While Landon was too nice to think he was going to hurt her, even though he knew he felt something more with Nora, he was desperate to be there with Dakota. They have this kind of unreasonable connection and a story
that has never been given some story that kept me thinking about why. If I had been given a few fragments of their past, maybe I could forgive and understand it better. Written in POV by Lanon, most of the time I felt like I was reading a one-dimensional internal monologue about him and one liner dialogue with other limited characters
involved in this book. The writing style was repetitive, and the ending also didn't go so well for me. It felt like readers were put on hold in sharp stop, not on the edge of a cliff, but given this as an ending, there was still something that intrigued me to read nothing less (as I would unlock a top secret type of profile intrigued). Before you go,
you can check out the unofficial playlist Nothing More That I Did, which was listed by Anna Todd here in her book (which I now listen to as I type this and somehow very related to events on the story). About the Author: Anna Todd is a New York Times and #1 internationally bestselling author after the series, Spring Girls and Bright Stars.
Hailed by Cosmopolitan as the biggest literary phenomenon of her generation, Todd began her career on the social writing and reading platform Wattpad, where she wrote stories on her phone, publishing a chapter almost daily for a year. Her hobby soon became her career, as after quickly got reads on Wattpad to become the most read
series on the platform. Since then, she has written nine more novels and serves as a producer on the upcoming film adaptation of After. Follow Anna Todd on Instagram nothing more anna todd pdf. nothing more anna todd summary. nothing more anna todd pdf wordpress. nothing more anna todd download. nothing more anna todd
wikipedia. nothing more anna todd book. nothing more anna todd plot. nothing more anna todd amazon
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